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Abstract
Network  activation triggers  a  significant  energy metabolism increase in  both  neurons  and
astrocytes. Questions of the primary neuronal energy substrate (e.g., glucose vs. lactate) as well
as the relative contributions of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation and their cellular origin
(neurons vs. astrocytes) are still a matter of debates. Using simultaneous measurements of
electrophysiological and metabolic parameters during synaptic stimulation in hippocampal slices
from mature mice, we show that neurons and astrocytes use both glycolysis and oxidative
phosphorylation to meet their energy demands. Supplementation or replacement of glucose in
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) with pyruvate or lactate strongly modifies parameters related
to network activity-Triggered energy metabolism. These effects are not induced by changes in
ATP content, pH i, Ca 2+ i or accumulation of reactive oxygen species. Our results suggest that
during network activation,  a significant fraction of  NAD(P)H response (its  overshoot phase)
corresponds to glycolysis and the changes in cytosolic NAD(P)H and mitochondrial FAD are
coupled.  Our data do not  support  the hypothesis  of  a  preferential  utilization of  astrocyte-
released lactate by neurons during network activation in slices - instead, we show that during
such activity glucose is an effective energy substrate for both neurons and astrocytes. © 2014
ISCBFM All rights reserved.
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